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'Progressive Trance & Electro Vol 1' from Producer Loops brings you 5 massive construction kits

combining powerful euphoric Trance with side-chained Pads and Synths also suitable for Electro.

Alongside the various formats, this feature-filled pack also contains MIDI loops for all musical phrases.

Producer Loops take Trance to the next level with this expansive and progressive collection of Electro

tinged construction kits. Sidechained loops are included to give your mixes the pump and energy vital to

modern Trance, Electro and Dance productions. All samples are recorded at 48kHz / 24-bit resolution,

and come as ACID/WAV and REX (drums only). FEATURES FOR PRODUCERS: The key to a killer

sample pack isn't just bags of content, or a high quality of production - both of which you'll find here - but

also, usability. 'Progressive Trance & Electro' carries on the Producer Loops tradition of putting producer's

needs first, and offers you MIDI loops for all musical phrases within the pack, as well as: - Effect Tails

(Unlooped Riffs) - REX files for drum parts - Dry and wet versions of all loops - Unified tempo across all 5

packs - Key and BPM information embedded in the filename ABOUT MIDI: Using the supplied MIDI files

you can assign any of the musical phrases found in this pack to your favorite synth or sampler, and

integrate them seamlessly with the pre-rendered loops. Seeing how MIDI is effectively only instructional

data, you can change the pitch and tempo to any extent you like with no artefacts. ABOUT UNLOOPED

RIFFS / EFFECTS TAILS: Sometimes you may want to end a phrase with the decay of the reverb/delay

effect - something which can be a problem with 'wet' loops. Unlooped riffs / effect tails include this decay

portion to allow you to end phrases fluidly, and without resorting to fades. DRY & WET LOOPS: Virtually

every loop in 'Progressive Trance & Electro' is supplied as dry, and wet, meaning you can choose

whether or not to have sidechaining and other effects applied to any given loop. If you want to drag, drop

and render, the wet loops are for you. If you like to tinker under the hood and apply your own effects mix,

use the dry versions. ROYALTY-FREE: All of the loops in this product are 100 Royalty-Free. So, once

you have purchased this product from us you can use these loops in your commercial releases without

having to pay any extra. SPECIFICATIONS: - 48Khz / 24-bit - PC/Mac Compatible - All loops recorded at

128BPM - 5 Construction Kits + Drums and FX folders - Each kit contains 300-400Mb of content (each
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